


































SLU SELF LEVELLING UNDERLAYMENT—
Self–Levelling, Non–Shrink Underlayment

SLUs are very relevant now as the degree of flatness and 

smoothness required for floor covering products has 

increased, with vinyl goods becoming thinner and floor tiles 

becoming larger, for example.

SLUs can be used in 0 to 12 mm thickness. 

They help create a flat and smooth surface with excellent 

technical characteristics. Effective floor surface preparation 

and/or use of primers will be required.

These are available in Normal Setting (NS) and in Rapid Setting (RS) options. 

FreeForm SLU RS has high flow and fast drying characteristics. SLU RS is typically useful in renovation type of applications, when 

available time is short and the final flooring has to be quickly set. It helps in laying of next floor covering within hours after its 

installation. 

Variants

Non–Shrink Cementitious Screed for Base Levelling

The FF Dry Screed is an extremely important non-shrink type 

of base levelling material that helps smoothen out the 

imperfections of the substrate. 

Use of the FF Dry Screed helps to 

§ Improve quality and strength of the Flooring:  This is 

relevant as level variations in base can easily lead to 

failures in topping materials. 

§ Save costs: Costs in construction of subsequent layers.  

For example, even when using sometimes very expensive 

adhesives, the cost can be saved by a good quality well 

levelled screed.

The FF Dry Screed material can be supplied either as a single 

component, ready to use material along with the aggregates, 

or only as mortar for aggregates to be added locally or we 

could also help by simply supplying the necessary additives 

to obtain a good quality screed on site.

The FF Dry Screed is suitable for use in thickness between 

20 to 100 mm in single coat for levelling purpose.

Application Thickness

While Primers help with surface preparation and provide a 

chemical key in some applications, is many cases, additional 

mechanical surface preparation will also be required to 

ensure proper adhesion of subsequent layer application. 

On mother slab | On dry or hardened screeds | Before layers 

before application of further overlayments. 

Application

Primer Purpose/Usage

High end two component epoxy resin-based.  

Has excellent adhesion to concrete and metal and high mechanical and chemical resistance.
Primer EP 01 

Primer for softer concrete surfaces requiring consolidation. 

Acrylic resin based, ready to use.
Primer Consolo

Hack preventer, high adhesion promoting primer. 

Suitable for hard and smooth surfaces and tiles. Water based and solvent free.
Primer Uni Plus 

Consolidating Primer that combats humidity, for the treatment of absorbent surfaces or floors 

including gypsum based. Solvent free, PU based, ready to use single component.
Primer HumiBlock PU



High Zirconia AR Glass Fiber Net

ARGF Net is resistant to alkalis, does not decompose and will not rust over time,  has a 

high resistance to tearing and stretching. It protects the surface from cracking and 

improves its mechanical strength. Recommended for use in waterproofing to obtain a 

consistent thickness  of  2 mm of coat.

FF ARGF NET






